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damage assessment (NRDA) programs. In the years
following the Exxon Valdez oil spi ll, NRDA has been on
the front ier of the use of natural resou rce val uation
methods in litigat ion. The prospect of extensive use of
non-ma rket methods in NRDA gen erated exten sive
controver sy, particularly among potentially responsible
parties. The controversy has two-facets – one pertains to
the scope of the interim lost value component of the
measure of damages, and the second pertains to the
methods used to calculate damages.

INTRODUCTION
In the past two decades, the U.S. Congr ess has passed
several major environm ental statutes containing liability
provisions that affirm and enhance common law
princi ples of liability for injuries t o public natural
resour ces. On e set of these statutes, including CERCLA
(Superfund) and the Oil Pollution Act (OPA), focuses on
oil and haz ardous spills or long-t erm discharges and
establishes preven tion and response policies, in addition
to the restoration and compensation requirements in the
liability provisions. Another set, including the National
Marine Sanctuary Act and the Park System Resource Act,
establishes protected ar eas for special r esources and
manda tes the development of resource management
plans, which are complemented by liability provisions for
injuries to the protected resources from any source.

The regulations promulgated to implement NRDA clearly
define the measur e of damages to include total lost value
due to the injuries, in cluding both direct use an d passive
use value. Dir ect use values may deri ve, for example,
from recreational, commercial, cultural or hist orical, or
other uses of resources; passi ve use values may derive
from protecting a resource for its own sake (or for human
uses that are difficult to quantify, such a s crit ical l ife
support functions), from use of the resour ce by others, or
as a bequest to future generations.

These statutory liability provisions surmount the
historical restrictions in the common law on who has
standing to recover for damages to public natural
resources, and on th e types of damages that may be
claimed. In particul ar, federa l and sta te resource
management agencies and tribal authorities are
designat ed as trustees for the natural resources on behalf
of the public, and are granted the authority to recover
damages from responsible parties. Further, the statutes
extend the measure of damages beyond strictly financial
losses (an extremely limited concept for natur al resources
in the public domain): t he mea sure of damages is d efined
as the cost of restoring the resources to baseline
conditions plus the interim loss in value from the time of
the incident until full recovery. Affirming the resource
protection goals of t he legislation, Congress manda ted
that trustees spend all recoveries on restoring or acquiring
equivalent natural resources.

The regulations also identify a non -exclusive list of
valuation methods that may be used, including both
revealed preference met hods and stated preference
methods. Economists calculate values from “revealed
preference” studi es, based on the assumption that an
individual’s preferences can be inferred from his actual
behavior. Demand and supply estimates based on actual
prices and sales data for marketed resources, such as
water, timber, or fish, are exam ples of revealed
preference methods. An alogous demand fun ctions can be
derived for non-market goods and services, such as the
recreational use of resources (travel cost models) or the
subsistence use of resources (hedon ic models), by
considering the opportunity costs individuals are willing
to incur to obtain such services. In contrast, economists
calculate values from stated preference studies, such as
contingent valuation, based on the assumption that an
individu al’s preferences can be inferred from statements
about choices they would make amon g alter native

Although statutory authorities existed prior to the 1989
Exxon Valdez oil spill, the 11-million gallon spill in
Alaska’s pristine Pr ince William Soun d was a signal
event in the development of trustee natur al resource
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scenarios offered in a survey, where the scenarios
describe a good or service and the context in which it will
be provided, including price and method of payment.
Stated preference methods are much more flexible than
revealed prefer ence methods, because the good does not
have to be currently available; consequently, they can be
used to calculate the total value (including direct use and
passive use value) of goods. They also can be used to
value chan ges in the quality or quantity of resources that
are outside the range of current observation.12

From an economist’s perspective, th e parties responsible
for accidents should bear t heir full social costs, in order
to provid e adequate in centi ves to take precautions to
prevent harm (Shavell, 1987). Full social costs include
not only the cost of restoration or replacement (assuming
costs are reasonably commensurate with the gains) but
also compen sation for a ll social losses incurr ed by
individual members of the public from the time of the
injury unti l full recovery of the resources. The interim
loss measure would include the reduction in pr oducer or
consumer surplus for m arkets in which th e change in
environmental quality dir ectly affect s technology or
appears directly in the utility function (Johansson, 1993).3
Producer surplus (or profit) refers to the excess income
received by a firm above what it costs to produce a good;
consumer surplus is the consumer analog to profits: it is
the additional value received by consumers above what it
costs them to acquire a good.

In the years following the Exxon Valdez spill, industry
has spent substan tial resources challenging the inclusion
of passive use value in the measure of damages, and the
use of contingent va luation to measure it in the NRDA
regulations implementing CERCLA and OPA. (See
Hanemann, 1994, and Diamond and Hausman, 1994, for
differing viewpoints on the reliability of contingent
valuation.) In the last two years, however, the courts
have affirmed several important precedents. In the recent
challenges to the NRDA regulations, th e Distr ict of
Columbia Circuit Court, citin g its decision on a pr ior
regulatory challenge, has reaffi rmed the legiti macy of
recoveries for passive use value, and the potential
trustworthin ess of non-market valuation methods in
general, and of contingent valuation in particular. In
addition, NOAA was a party to three recent NRDA
claims for damages that were litigated to conclusion in
the last two years. (To my knowledge, no other NRDA
cases were litigated to con clusion in 1997.) In all cases,
the state or federal courts admitted economic studies and
relied upon t hem in th e deter mination of damages. Given
the relatively small size of the claims, trustees d id not
perform site-specific valuation studies in any of the cases
– simpl ified m ethods were used for reasons of costeffectiveness.

However, a fundamental culture clash exists between
modern economic analysis and the historical legal
concepts of who has standing to claim for damages, and
of how to measure damages. In addition, though
evidentiary standards have evolved to admit surveys and
statistical models into the courtroom, pioneerin g their use
in new areas of application remains a difficult process.
As noted above, the first element of the culture clash is
that claim s for damages to public natur al resources
historically required physical injuries to a private
property interest . Consequen tly, if a spill con tamin ated a
shoreline causing injury to an aquaculture facility as well
as to a recreational fishery, the fish farmers could make
claims for lost profits, but no one had standing to claim
for injuries to the recreational anglers who were harmed.

In this paper I review the evolution of the controversy
about the use of resource valuation methods in the
development of the NRDA regula tions, outl ine the
affirmati ve precedents set forth in the DC Circuit cases,
and discuss the findings in the individual NRDA claims.
First, however, I bri efly explor e the el ement s of the US
legal paradigm t hat contri bute to the controversy over the
use of welfare-theoretic measures of losses for non-market
goods and of the valuation methods suitable for
measuring them. Though the controversy about the
validity and reliability of contingent valuation has
generally dominat ed much of the discussion, I suggest
below that the or igin of the controversy is more deeply
rooted in traditional leg al concepts of da mages and of
evidentiary standar ds.

Second, the fundamental component of damages has been
financial losses, such as property losses, profit or wage
losses, or (in some cases) replacement costs. Limiting
recoveries to financi al losses excluded a major porti on of
social losses, particularly for the context of public natural
resources. First, natur al resources generally are n ot
privately owned but rather are in the public domain – and
so are not typically bought and sold on mar kets.
Consequently if an oil spill closed all the beaches in an
urban a rea for several weeks, the individuals who would
have visited those beaches during the closure period may
not have incurred a financial loss – but most people
would agree that they did incur a real loss.
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Other institutional factors, rei nforcing the difficulties
with non-ma rket valuation, are the traditional evidentiary
concepts that discriminate against evi dence n ot based on
direct observation, as “hearsay.” The judicial pr ocess for
evaluating evidence, however, has built-in safeguar ds.
Consideration of evidence is a two-step process in the
courts. First a cour t must deter mine whether th e evidence
is suitable for presentation in the court. (We briefly note
below how the criteria for making this deter mination of
“admissibility” have evolved through time.) Once
evidence is admitted, the t rier of fact, wh ich may be a
judge or jury, must evaluate the evidence to determine
how much weight to accord it in deliberations.

A more basic problem with lim iting d amages to financial
losses is also more subtle and complex. Financial loss is
calculated as the change in price for a fixed quantity of
goods and services – it cann ot address the loss to
consumers when large quantities of any good or service
are lost or destroyed. For example, with t he Exxon
Valdez oil spill, important salmon fisheries supplying a
large share of consumer markets on the Pacific Coast and
in Japan were closed for most of a season and the retail
price of canned salmon was substantially higher than it
would have been with out th e spill. Th e concept of
“financial loss” does not capture the losses borne by
consumers who reduced their consumption or who
dropped out of the market entirel y because of the price
increase. It follows that public claims by resource trustees
on behalf of the public seeking compensation for
consumer surplus losses are analogous to private claims
by producers seeking compensation for lost profit.

Beyond the second-hand nature of survey evidence, the
legal paradigm is uncomfortable with statistical analysis
of data to ma ke inferen ces about causation or to project to
future events based on past experiences, and with the
inherent uncertainty in statistical analysis. As a result,
ther e is an attit ude of skepticism toward surveys and
models.

However, the law has historically demonstrat ed limited
recognition of the con cepts of opp ortun ity costs or
revealed preferences, concepts that are fundamental to the
measurement of value (or social costs) in modern
economics. As a result, there are limited damage
concepts in the law coincident with the economic concept
of consumer surplus losses. One such coincident damage
concept would be claims for an excess cost burden due to
non- competitive practices (and consequently noncompetitive prices). However, the claimants generally do
not identify them as ‘consumer surplus’ losses; and the
claims are generall y not for losses borne by consumers
who reduced their consumption or who dropped out of the
market entirely because of the price increase (Finkelstein
and Levenbach, 1983; Rubinfeld and Steiner, 1985).

Notwithstanding these issues, opin ion polls a nd sur veys
have been admitted since th e 1960s (Zippo, 1963), and
are now standard operating procedure in trademark and
false advertising lawsuits. And statistical analysis of
survey data is regularly employed, part icularl y in race
and sex discrimination and antitrust cases. (Fienberg,
1991; Rubinfeld, 1985) Yet, it is jarring to economists
that these methods are admitted under the ‘n ecessit y’
exception to the hearsay rule. And the reference to
sur veys as the “black arts” by Judge Richard A. Posner,
a prominent law and economics theorist and judge for the
7th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, sugg ests a skepticism
of such methods, even among judges with a sophisticated
apprecia tion of social scien ce

Anot her damage construct that overlaps with consumer
surplus is “pain and suffering.” Though only allowed in
some types of claims, such a s for wrongful death and
personal injury, it can be a significant portion of the
award where allowed. Pain an d suffering appears to be a
fairly elastic construct that may include, along with pain
from physical injuries, pain from emotional distress due
to loss enjoyment of life (“hedonic injury”), or loss of l ove
and companionship. It is noteworthy, however, that a
current treatise on legal remedies suggests that pain and
suffering is generally construed to be a n
incommensurable value, for which there is almost no
standard for measuremen t or even a concep tion of those
damages or what they represent (Dobbs, 1993). Legal
scholars have identified the analogy between the legal
concept of pain and suffering and the economic concept
of passive use losses (Dobbins, 1994). However, passive
use loss is only one componen t of consumer sur plus losses
not captured by financial loss concept.

The Federal Rules of Evidence, set fort h in 19 76, moved
beyond the hear say construct to develop an alternative
basis for admissibility of evidence. Rules 702 and 703,
pertaining to the qualification of experts and th e evidence
they may offer, focus more on the validity of the
techniq ues employed than on whet her the inform ation
was directly observed. In the 1993 decision in Daubert,
the U.S. Supreme Court affirmed the current two-prong
test for adm issibility of “novel scientific evi dence” of
scientific reliability (in the sense of trustworthiness) and
relevance outlined in th e Federal Rules of Evidence,
overturning the longstanding “Frye” cr iterion that
evidence had to be “generally acceptable” within the
scientific community. The opinion offered the following
criteria for evaluating reliabi lity: h as th e theor y or
technique been subject to peer review or publication? do
standards exist for the technique? has the method or
12

technique achieved a particular degree of acceptance
within the relevan t communi ty?

NRDA RULE MAKING: THE CONTROVERSIES
AND THEIR RESOLUTION (TO DATE)

Important precedents for the admissibility of contingent
valuation, a technique that has definitely generated its
share of controversy within the economics profession,
were established in a subsequent case examining the
meaning of a “particular degree of acceptance” (Kopp
and Pease, 1997). In the context of a challenge to DNA
tests, U.S. v. Chisc hilly (1994 ) upheld the admissibility
of the tests, concluding that “evidence of opposing
academic camps arrayed in virtual scholarly equipoise is
scarcely an indication of ‘minimal support within a
community’ that would give a trial court cause to view a
known techniq ue with skepticism under Daubert...”
(Daily App.Rept. 10316, 10321 9th Cir. July 25, 1994).
The court further asserted that vigorous cross
examination, presentation of contrary evidence and
careful inst ruction of the jury on the burden of proof are
the traditional and appropriate means of attacking shaky
but admissible evidence - not exclusion.

The historical legal constructs limiting who has standing
to bring suit, how damages are measur ed, and wh at types
of studies may be admitted have been addressed by the
statutes and their implementing regulations. Though the
provisions for trustee standing do not appear
controversial, aspects of the other two issues h ave been
litigated over the last 10 years; in those cases, the D.C.
Circuit Court has upheld a broad interpretation of the
issues.
The 1977 p rovisions of the Clean Water Act established
natur al resource trustee authority to make claims for oil
spills. The passage of CERCLA in 1980 subsequently
established trustee authority to make claims for hazardous
waste discharges. It also explicitly provided that the
Execut ive Branch promulgate regulations to provide
guidan ce to trustees in preparing claims under CE RCLA
(which would also apply to actions brought under the
Clean Water Act.) The U.S. Department of the Interior,
the agency to whom the authority was delegated,
promulgated regulations in 1986 and 1987, and
subsequently revised them in 1994 t o respon d to issues
reman ded to the agency by the court order for the suit
challenging the regulations, Ohio v U.S. Department of
the Interior (1989). In 1990, 17 months aft er th e Exxon
Valdez oil spill, Congress passed the Oil Pollution Act,
which largely superceded the authorities previously
specified in the Clean Water Act and other statutes. This
time, Congress delegated the authority to write the
implementing NRDA regulations to NOAA, which
promulgated them on January 5, 1996.

As noted earlier, litigation experience with resource
valuation methods has been limited. Experience with
common law litigation, however, rein forces the idea that
there are deeper issues imbedded in the contr oversy over
non-ma rket methods than the reliability of contingent
valuation. For example, several courts have r ejected
hedonic valuation methods – a r evealed preferen ce
approach.4 In some cases, the rejection has been on
grounds that the method is un reliable; in other cases, the
rejection has been on t he gr ounds that the methods are
measuring “non-economic” losses, for which the specific
law invoked does not provide a remedy.

The DC Circuit Court established important precedents
regarding the measure of damages and the use of nonmarket valuation methods in the litigation over the
original DOI rules (Ohio, 1989), and reaffirmed the
precedents in the GE (1996) (for the NOAA rules) and
Kennecott (1997) (the DOI rules) decisions. The DC
Circuit Court opinions strongly affirm that: (1) the
measure of damages is the cost of restoration of the
injured resources plus compensation for lost dir ect use
and passive use value; (2) trustees are not limited to
methods specifically identified in the regulations, and do
not need to provid e detai led standards for th e use of
specific methods; and (3) con tingent valuation may be
reliable for measuring passive use value. The current
approach in the OPA regulations, in particular, relies
heavily on a case-by-case evaluation of the reliability and
validity of specific studi es appl ying n atur al an d social
scientific methods.

A case in point is the native claim for lost subsistence
harvests from the Exxon Valdez oil spill (a private cause
of action independent from the trustee suit). Both pla intiff
and defendant experts proposed using hedonic valuation,
in which the value of subsistence harvests was r evealed
by the opportunity costs of foregone (paid) employment
opportunities. Yet, the court rejected use of the method
for valuing subsistence harvests on the grounds that it
would capture ‘n on-economic’ claim s for injuries to the
subsistence way of life; it rest ricted the analysis to the
replacement cost of harvest on the grounds that it
calculated the “economic” value of the losses (Duffield,
1997; Exxon Valdez., 1994, Order no. 90 at 2). [Note
that the court is using the terms “economic” and “noneconomic” losses to distinguish between financial and
non-financial losses –both are economic in nature.]
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ones, within the regul atory language. However, the
majority of comments from states, environmental
organizat ions, and the U.S. Environ ment al Pr otection
Agency, argued that including such guidelines would be
too restrictive and inflexible.

Orig inal CERLC A regu lati ons, a nd th e Ohio opini on
Since the CERCLA regulations and the 1989 Ohio
decision have been widely discussed, I review them only
briefly here. (See Kopp and Smith, 1993 for more
details.) Ohio affirmed a substan tial portion of the
original regulations promulgated by DOI, while
overturning some of the more restrictive provisions
pertaining to the measure of damages and the use of
resource valuation methods. Specifically it rejected the
provision that th e measu re of damages be the lesser of
restor ation costs or interim lost value, on the grounds that
it was directly contrary to the clearly expressed intent of
Congress to promote restoration. The court also rejected
a hier arch y of resource valuat ion meth ods, in whi ch
contingent valuation was only to be used to measure
passive use value if there were no direct use value: it
found that contingent valuation is a “best available
procedure” suitable for inclusion in the damage
assessment regulations.

In the context of the wide-ranging public debate that
continued after the first proposal, NOAA re-framed the
interim lost value component from a monetary
compen sation measure (how much money does the public
require to make them whole?)
to a resource
compensat ion measure (how much compensatory
restoration does the public require to make them whole?)
This change was motivated in part by the statutor y
restriction that trust ees may spend their recoveries only
on enhan cing or creating (“restoring, rehabilitatin g,
replacing or acquiring the equivalent of”) natural
resources. The alternative measure of damages for the
interim loss of resources becomes the cost of
“compensatory restorat ion” acti ons providin g resourcebased compensation of a sufficient quality and quantity to
make t he public whole for the interi m losses. (Jones and
Pease, 1997.) The tr ustee claim t hen takes the for m of a
Restora tion Plan to r estore resources t o baseline and to
compensate for the interim loss of resources, and the
measure of damages is the cost of implementing the Plan.

OPA regulations, a nd the post-Exxon Valdez controversy
over CV
Much of the post-Exxon Valdez controversy about the use
of non-market val uation for NRDA has played out in the
context of NOAA promulgating regulations for the Oil
Pollut ion Act of 1990. (Currently it continues to play out
in the ongoin g CERCLA reauthorization process.) To get
an expert, non-adversari al per spective on the question of
the reliabili ty of the use of contingent valuation to
measure total value (direct plus passive use value),
NOAA commissioned in 1992 a Blue Ribbon panel of
economics and survey resear ch experts, chaired by two
Nobel laureates, Kenneth Arrow and Robert Solow. The
panel received hun dreds of pages of comments and
conducted a public hearing. In its report t o NOAA
(Arr ow et al, 1993), the panel concluded that, if properly
conducted under st rict guidelines, contingent valuation
“can convey useful and reliable information that can
produce estimates r eliabl e enough to be the starting point
of a judicial process of damage assessment.” The Panel
offered a variety of procedures to be employed to increase
the reliability of the estimates.

Further, the final NOAA regulation s provide a
predictable procedural framework containing numerous
required analyses and determin ations, with iden tified
factors to consider, as well as an open administr ative
record and public comment periods. Addit ional lim its on
trustee discretion are provided by the encour agement for
trustees to involve responsible parties in cooperative
studies as a basis for the restoration plan that serves as
the basis for damages.
The reframi ng of the dam age claim brings some
advantages. By recovering the costs of compensatory
restoration actions (costs of resource compensation)
rath er than th e value of the interim losses (monetary
compensation), the revised format avoids cir cumstan ces
in which not enough money is collected to implement
sufficient compensatory restoration to make the public
whole. Further, for a variety of reasons, it deflects some
of the public controversy about economic methods. For
one, damages to be collected fr om the respon sible parties
are the costs of restoration , not the monetized val ue of
interim losses. Further, in some cases it may not be
necessary to conduct valuation studies to determine the
appropriate scale of compensatory restoration: an in-kind
compen sation approach may be feasible when trustees
determine that the value of r esource services lost and
resource services gained are comp arable. (Definition of

The first NOAA proposed regul ation in cluded a seri es of
detailed requirements for CV only – for no other method
from the social or natural sciences were specific
requirements identified in the proposed regula tions.
NOAA received more than 5,000 pages of comments on
the proposal, with about half of the pages pertaining to
contingent valuation. Several of the comments received,
mainly from industry viewpoints, agreed with the concept
of including the proposed guidelines, or even stricter
14

barred the use of CV, on the grounds that there was
nothing in the record, including the Panel report, that
upholds industry’s attack that CV can never be used
reliably. The Court held that Ohio, as well as th e Panel
repor t, are authority for the proposition that CV can
produce useful and reliable results. The Court also
rejected the plaintiffs’ fall-back challenge – that if CV
were not to be excluded entirely, NOAA should include
in the regulati ons the Panel’s r ecommendations of
procedures for use of CV. The Court determined that
prescribing standards for using all possible procedures in
all possible situations was infeasible and that the general
standards for acceptable procedures in section 990.27 can
adequately ensure that the trustees do not abuse their
discretion.

the units of services becomes critical.) The judgements
necessary to deter mine equiva lency per unit of servi ces
are analogous to those required to conduct benefits
transfers, or to implement environmental trading
programs for wetland banking and sulfur dioxide
emissions trading. And finally, in cases where val uation
studies are conducted, the requirements for precision may
be less demand ing: selecting th e appropriate scale of
compensatory restorat ion action s general ly requires
precision only up to the ratio of lost value from injuries to
gains in value from resource projects, rather than
precision in the absol ute dollar amoun ts of lost value (as
required for calculating monetary compensation.)
The Appendix to the preamble of the NOAA regulations
identifies a list of methods for calculating damages in
different circumstances, including the simplified methods
(not requiring site-specific economic studies), that are
applicable when compensation is occurring in the form of
in-kind restoration. The list is non-exclusive – trustees
may use oth er method s as lon g as th ey meet the
requirements in section 9 90.27, wh ich specifies that: (1)
the procedure must be capable of providing assessment
infor mati on of use in determining the type and scale of
restoration appropriate for a particular injury; (2) the
additional cost of a more com plex procedure must be
reasonably related to the expected incr ease in the quantity
and/or quality of relevant information provided by the
more complex pr ocedure; and (3) th e procedure must be
reliable and valid for the particular incident.

In a related prior opinion for the challenge to the 1994
CERCLA regulations promulgated by DOI (Kennecott,
1996), the Court examined whether allowing trustees to
use unlisted cost-estimating and economic methodologies
gave trustees too much discretion, in violati on of
CERCLA’s requirement that th e NRDA regulations
establish “protocols” for conducting assessments. The
court concluded th at the pr ovision satisfied CERCLA by
providing a standard pr ocess, including substantive
criteria that trustees must satisfy before using un listed
methodologies and procedural requirements, to constrain
use of inappropriate methodologies.
CASE-SPECIFIC LITIGATION: 1997 SUCCESSES
As discussed above, the OPA regulations establish criteria
for demonstr ating that methods are appropriate for a
particular case. In contrast to cases filed challenging
executive agency regulations, most individual civil
actions settle before trial (since the costs of litigation
generally are very high, and may exceed th e perceived
benefits). As a consequence, it is difficult to establish
precedents.

1997, 1996 DC Circuit opinions on the challenges to the
1996 OPA, and 1994 CERCLA regulations
The NOAA approach, which has found some support in
the responsible party community, was recently upheld by
the DC Circuit Court (in the cha llenge filed noneth eless
by industry). Agai n, the challen ges to th e use of
economics included in the suit pertained to recoveries for
passive use value and to the use of CV. The court upheld
the agency regulations on all counts pertaining to
economic issues.

However, with t he evolution of statutory and regulatory
damage measures that include utility-theoretic concepts
of consumer surplus losses, we are beginnin g to see that
as NRDA cases are litigated, the courts are admitting
non-ma rket valuation methods in these cases, paralleling
the acceptance over th e last few decades of market
valuation methods to value finan cial l osses. Below we
report on the th ree NRDA cases litigated by NOAA in
1996 and 1997, in which th e courts admi tted resour ce
valuation studies and found RPs liable for damages.

Specifically, the court reaffirmed that Congress clearly
intended to authorize tr ustees to recover passive use
values. Regarding the challenge to claims for passive use
value for temporary losses, the court ruled that that issue
will only be ripe for review if an d when a tr ustee assesses
the damages for temporar y losses in a part icular ca se;
however, it noted th at the administrative record “lends
support to NOAA’s contention th at temporary losses can
cause loss of passive use values…”

In December 1997 a jury awarded $12.8 million in
damages (and $5. 3 million in pen alties) for in juries from
a 400,000 ga llon oil spi ll th at closed a 14-mile stretch of
southern Californ ia beaches ar ound Hunti ngton Beach in

In terms of the use of contingent valuation, the Court
rejected the plaintiff’s arguments that NOAA should have
15

In addition, in December 1995 the same court awarded
$1,873,741 in damages for the dest ruction of coral reef
habitat in the Florida Keys National Marine San ctuary,
when the defendants did not respond to the trustee claim
(U.S. v. M/V Miss Beholden, 1995). In th is prior case,
NOAA also employed habitat equivalency analysis to
scale a compensatory restoration project that would
restore injured fr amework an d structur e and tr ansfer
corals to expedite recovery and for compensatory projects,
create coral reef habitat using reef modules and
transplantation. The court concurred with NOAA that
“HEA is the most technically appropriate and costeffective method to quanti fy the natur al resource damage”
(U.S. v. M/V Miss Beholden, 1995, p. 10) and a warded
damages in the amount calculated by the experts.

1990 (State of California
v. American Trading
Transportation Co., 1997). The sp ill cl osed portions of
the beaches and surrounding water ways for up to 5
weeks, impeding local a ccess to beach r ecreation
(including surfing), boating, and wildlife/bird viewin g for
residents of Orange County and southern Los Angeles
County.5
To estimate the interim lost value of oiled beach
resources, the tru stees chose to use benefits transfer in
conjun ction with a site-specific trip pred iction model,6 in
the expecta tion that the case would be settled against all
defendants and to reduce assessment costs. (Because the
spill occurred so long ago, the analysis pre-dated the
NOAA regulations and employed a monetary
compen sation measure of dama ges.) For beach recreation
the existence of daily aggregate beach attendance data
made it possible to perform an analysis of both what
recreational attendance was after the spill and what it
most likely would have been if the spill had not occurred.
The recreation-day values employed in the damage
calculations for general beach recreation, surfing, and
boating were based on taking a conservative point
estimate from the range generated by a variety of beach,
boating and surfing recreation studies. (Hanemann, 1997)

POSTSCRIPT
The recent case history litigating the NRDA regulations
strongly affirms the statutory basis for a measure of
damages that incorpor ates the full social costs of
environmental accidents and for the use of reliable and
valid natural resource valuation methods to calculate
them. The critical litigation forum now becomes the trial
courts in which the individual claims are filed, if
resolu tion cannot be achieved otherwise. As individual
NRDA claims have begun to be litigated, th e courts are
admitting non-ma rket valuation meth ods in these cases,
paralleling the acceptan ce over the last few decades of
market valuation methods to value financial losses.

In July 1997, the U.S. District Cour t, So. Distr ict of
Florida (Key West Division) awarded $589,311 in
damages for the destruction of 1.6 acres of seagrass
during 1992 treasure hunting activities in th e Florida
Keys Nat ion al Mar ine Sanctuary (U.S. v Melvin A.
Fisher, 1997). Because th e site of the injury is swept by
high-energy waves that keep bare sand areas in motion,
natural re-colonization and recovery is expected to take
between 50-100 years and pilot projects to restore
seagrass in the zone of destruction were unsuccessful.
Consequently NOAA, the trustee for national marine
sanctuaries, proposed an off-site restoration project and
employed the method of habitat equivalency analysis to
determine the si ze of the restoration project necessary to
compensate for the acre-years of lost services (Julius,
1997). Habitat equivalency analysis is a simplified
approach suitable when the compensatory restoration is
in-kind and the trustees make the judgment that the lost
resources and services are equivalent on a per unit basis
to the r esources and services to be gained from the
restor ation projects. Under these assumptions, the
determination of the appropriate scale of the r estora tion
project simpl ifies to selecting th e scale of a restora tion
action for which the present discounted quantity of
replacement services equals th e present di scounted
quantity of services lost due to the injury. [For more
details, see NOAA, 1997].

The three recent NRDA cases described above are fairly
typical of the trustee caseloa d, both in the small-tomedium size of the injuries and the use of simplified
methods of analysis. (Nonetheless, it seems that the
Exxon Valdez oil spill still forms the basis for many
parties’ concept of NRDA.) In these three cases, the
court found the simplified methods to be reliable and
valid for the specific contexts. In contrast , a small
percentage of trustee cases have potentially very large
damages; trustees generally expect those cases to be
sufficiently controversial (and to be very aggressively
defended by the responsible pa rties) that they conduct
site-specific valuation studies. None of the very large
cases has been litigated t o date—it will be most
interesting to see how the courts will address the issues of
admissibility and reliability in these cases. See Helton, et
al, (1997) for an overview of oil spill cases that h ave been
resolved to date.
Having failed to achieve judi cial p rohi bition on th e use of
contingent valuation (and the expected attendant
reduction in potential claim costs), industry is continuing
to lobby the U.S. Congress to revise the statutes to
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prohibit claim s for passive use value and to prohibit the
use of contingent valuation. Such revisions would
represent a tur nin g back to a limited damage measure for
injuri es to natura l resou rces, and a consequent reduction
in environmental protection. It would also mark a retreat
from the principles that vigorous cross examination,
presentation of contrary evidence and careful instruction
of the jury on the burden of proof are the traditional and
appropriate means of attacking shaky but admissible
evidence - not exclusion.

Johansson, P.O. Cost-Benefit Analysis of Environmental
Change. Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University
Press, 1993.
Jones, C.A. “Compensation for Natur al Resource
Damages from Oi l Spil ls: A Compar ison of
USA Law and Int ernation al Con ventions.” in
“National and International Perspective on the
Legal Regulations of the Natural Environment,”
a special issue of the International Journal of
Environment and Pollution, forthcoming, 1998.
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STATUTES, REGULATIONS AND COURT CASES:

ENDNOTES

61 Fed. Reg. 440 (Januar y 5, 1996), codified at 15 CFR

1.

§990. NRDA regulations implementing OPA,
promulgated by NOAA, U.S. Depar tmen t of
Commer ce. 43 CFR §11. NRDA regulations
implementin g CERCLA, promulgat ed by U.S.
Department of the Interior.

For example, since all Gr eat Lakes fish eries have
fish consum ption advisor ies, these methods can be
used to value clean-up of contaminants sufficient to
allow removal of the advisories, whereas revealed
preference methods cannot.

2.

In other words, the measure of social costs would not
include surplus ch anges in markets where losses
were simply attributable to pri ce changes, since for
every price increase there are gainers (sellers) and
losers (buyers)– and the effects essentially may
cancel out. (Johansson, 1993)

3.

The hedonic price m odel relates the price of a
marketed commodity to its various attributes. In the
natural resource damage assessment context, it may
be used to determine the change in va lue of some
nonmarket services from public trust natural
resources (for example, environm ental ameniti es
such as water or air quality) where they function as
attributes of private mar ket goods, such as prop erty.
For example, the value of beach front property may
be directly related to the quality and accessibility of
the adjacen t coastlin e.

4.

Other defendants had previously settled their natural
resource damage liabilities in the case, which were
applied to restoration of the bird and fish i njuries:
BP America, $3.9 million; Trans-Alaska Pipeline
Liability Fund, $3.0 million; and Golden West
Refining Co., $4.2 million.

5.

Benefits (or valuation) transfer involves the
applicati on of existing value estima tes or valuation
functions developed in one context to address a
comparable natural resource valuation question in a
different context. Th e site-specific data for the
affected area were numbers of daily beach visits;
there were no data that could be used to calculate
travel costs and thereby use a travel cost model to
estimate site-specific benefits.
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Compr ehensive Envir onmen tal Response, Compen sation
and Liability Act, 42 U.S.C. §§9601-9675.
Federal Water Pollution Control Act (or Clean Water
Act), 33 U.S.C. §§1251-1376.
Oil Pollution Act, 33 U.S.C. §§2701-2761.
National Marin e Sanctuar ies Act, 16 U.S.C. §§14311445.
Park System Resource Protection Act, 16 U.S.C. §19jj.
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